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Question: 73
A storage administrator has a storage requirement of a non-HDD storage capacity that would be scalable up to 80 TB
of internal storage. It must also have several host connectivity options such as Fibre Channel, ISCSI, and FCoE.
Which storage device meets the customer’s requirement?
A . DCS3860
B . IBM ProtecTIER
C . IBM Flash System V840
D . IBM SAN Volume Controller

Answer: C

Question: 74
An IBM customer is considering more spinning disk for a new business analytics application. The IBM specialist is
requested to provide information as to challenges that the customer might face and what other customers in the
marketplace have implemented.
Which factor should provide best performance?
A . Implementation of flash technology
B . Implementation of solid state disk drives
C . Move of most accessed files to its own disk
D . Increase the number of disks in storage array

Answer: A

Question: 75
A customer currently has an IBM Storwize V7000 storage environment and would like to have a view of its SAN,
additional replication features, and a deeper analytics of its Mdisks
Which product should the technical specialist demonstrate?
A . IBM Spectrum Scale
B . IBM Spectrum Protect
C . IBM Spectrum Control
D . IBM Spectrum Archive

Answer: C

Question: 76
When considering the addition of FCoE into an existing Ethernet environment, what must be enabled to reuse the
switches?
A . iSCSI
B . FC frames
C . Jumbo frames
D . FC transport protocol

Answer: C

Question: 77
A customer has storage systems from HP and EMC connected on its Fibre Channel network. They are for separate
departments and the customer is considering a new system for the financial department and a consolidation of the
existing storage systems.
Which feature should the storage specialist emphasize on IBM Storwize V7000 to address this concern?
A . Easy Tier
B . Thin provisioning
C . External virtualization
D . Real-time Compression

Answer: C

Question: 78
A customer has been experiencing sporadic performance issues on its IBM Storwize V7000 system. Analysis has
shown that during peak workloads it is CPU constrained.
What can be done to alleviate the CPU contention?
A . Add a second I/O group
B . Add IBM Spectrum Control
C . Perform a Capacity Magic study
D . Implement Real-time Compression

Answer: A

Question: 79
A customer currently has a NetApp solution today and is unhappy with the performance of the system. The customer is
very happy with the SnapManager software from NetApp, which is one of the challenges for moving the customer to a
new IBM storage product.
What additional product should the technical specialist show the customer to help ease its concern about utilizing
snapshots?

A . IBM Spectrum Protect
B . Tivoli Storage Productivity Center
C . Tivoli Storage FlashCopy Manager
D . TotalStorage Productivity Center for Replication

Answer: C

Question: 80
A customer has two data centers located 15 kilometers apart. One site is for production and the other is a DR hot site.
In an effort to maximize the life span of the storage subsystems, equipment retired at the production site is put into
service at the hot site. This has led to a heterogeneous storage environment across both locations and complexity in
keeping the data synchronized and uncorrupted.
Which aspect of virtualization within the Storwize family should be emphasized by the pre-sales storage person to
enable this disaster recovery plan?
A . A single set of advanced copy services
B . Consolidation to a single pool of storage
C . Ease transition to an on-demand IT infrastructure
D . Significantly reduced planned and unplanned downtime

Answer: A
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